Reflexive Pronouns (2)

Do you know how to use reflexive pronouns?
We use reflexive pronouns to emphasise that someone did something on their own but they are also needed when
using certain verbs (for example: teach, help, introduce, hurt etc.)
These are the reflexive pronouns:
I - myself
you - yourself
he -himself
she - herself
it - itself
we -ourselves
you - yourselves
they- themselves
For example:
Did you hurt yourself?
I cooked the meal all by myself.
The door closes itself.
Hello everyone, please introduce yourselves!

You don't need to take me. I will go home by ______________.
yourself
himself
myself

Hi Ben, please help ______________ to some cake!
yourself
myself
himself

We don't need help. We can carry the tables ______________.

Be careful with those sharp scissors, you might cut ______________.

Who renovated your bedroom? We did it ______________!
ourselves
yourselves
themselves
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Reflexive Pronouns (2)

Lisa blames ______________ for the accident, but it really wasn't her fault.

If you don't want to come, I will go by ______________.

Mum: Sorry Noah I will be late. Please have dinner by ______________.
himself
yourselves
yourself

Did Noah prepare ______________ well for tomorrow?
herself
himself
yourself

Please help Lucas and Tom, they can't do it by ______________.

That's not true! We can do it very well by ______________!

Emma, please do your homework by ______________ tonight, I am too busy.
herself
myself
yourself

Did he eat all that chocolate by ______________?
herself
himself
yourself

Did she teach ______________ how to read?
yourself
herself
himself
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